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About
Beyond Inclusion Group
We help organizations increase engagement,
innovation and performance by building inclusive
and equitable workplace cultures where everyone
thrives and belongs.
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Introductions
Maria Velasco
MA
Maria, Founder and CEO of 
Beyond Inclusion Group, is a 
strategic organizational 
development and leadership 
consultant for organizations 
seeking transformational change 
in the area of diversity, equity 
and inclusion. She is a researcher 
and published author on 
resistance in DEI initiatives.
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Chris Sansone
PHD
Chris is an organization 
consultant, CTI coach, a  
researcher and published 
author on resistance in DEI 
initiatives, leadership 
development, ethnic identity 
and making the business case 
for diversity and inclusion. His 
specialty is leadership and 
diverse cross-functional teams.



Poll 1: About you
Which of this best describes your area of 
expertise and responsibilities?
￮

§ Human Resource Generalist
§ DEI Consultant 
§ DEI Officer or other Senior-Level 

Position
§ DEI Manager
§ Project / Change Manager
§ Other
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Learning goals
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“ Of 250 North American Companies surveyed 71%  reported that they 
aspire to have an ‘inclusive’ culture in the future where employees 
feel involved, respected and valued.
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Success rates of DEI initiatives

However, only 11% reported having an 
inclusive culture today. Bersin and Deloitte (2014) 



“ Resistance rather than a barrier to be overcome, paradoxically, 
provides a gateway to change. (Ford et al., 2009; Maurer, 1996; Piderit, 2000; 
Simoes & Esposito, 2014; Muo, 2014)
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Re-conceptualizing resistance, inviting ambivalence and embracing 
uncertainty creates an organizational climate that reduces anxiety, increases 
courage and invites dialogue helpful to change initiatives. (Piderit, 2000; Clampitt, et 
al., 2001)

Embracing resistance raises awareness for the need to change, builds 
momentum and eliminates counterproductive elements in the change 
process. (Ford et al., 2008)

Resistance can be a force for
change



Without resistance. . . birds cannot fly,
fish cannot not swim, people could not
walk.
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The research
A review of current literature on DEI change initiatives was 
completed Interviews of experienced DEI leaders were conducted

Sector Title FTEs

Healthcare Senior Vice President & Chief Inclusion Officer 6,000

Government Director, Administration, Diversity & Engagement 35,000

Healthcare Cultural Relevance Manager 650

Scientific NGO Chief Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Officer 1,600

(a) Retail food services
Director, Diversity Affairs

(a) 55,000

(b) Manufacturing (b) 238,000

Higher-Education Chief Catalyst 3,000

Banking VP Human Resources/Director, Diversity & Inclusion 2,391



“
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Resistance can be expressed as an employee’s dispositional 
inclination to contest new developments in an organization. Oreg, 
2003. 

Contemporary authors view resistance as a lever for change. Ford et 
al., 2008; Ford et al., 2009; Maurer, 1996; Piderit, 2000; Simoes and Esposito, 2014; Muo, 
2014 

Many authors of the past have viewed employee resistance to change as a 
negative and undesirable aspect that needs to be overcome. Lewin, 1947, Dent 
& Goldberg, 1999, Merron 1993, Coetsee, 1999

Resistance to change



Diversity is a sensitive topic because it 
raises complex human issues. 
Consequently DEI initiatives often trigger 
unique reactions, behaviors, and emotions, 
for and against.

Resistance at DEI 
change initiatives



Fear of
Losing power, 
privilege and 
authority
Exclusion
Exposing 
incompetence or 
ignorance 
managing 
diverse 
employees
Change and the 
unknown

Pre-existing 
beliefs & bias 
about
Individuals from 
non-dominant 
groups
Attitudes related 
to racism, sexism, 
ageism, and, etc.
Perceived
unfairness (i.e., 
reversed 
discrimination)

Lack of 
knowledge & 
understanding of
The business case
The goals of the 
initiative
The impact on the 
organization’s 
mission
The how-to skills to 
develop and 
implement the 
initiative 12

Sources of resistance



Data findings: active resistance
Active Behaviors Data Findings

Undermining Questioning the purpose and need for the initiative

Blocking Openly expressing opposition 

Fault finding Critical of cost; doesn't fit with the culture

Intimidating/threatening Pushback and framing with forcefulness

Manipulating/distorting fact Accusations of hiring and promoting those unqualified

Appealing to fear Cautioning to not "rock the boat" to avoid making others feel uncomfortable



Data findings: passive resistance
Passive Behaviors Data Findings

Agreeing verbally but not 
following through Expressing agreement but failing to implement 

Failing to implement change Failing to integrate initiatives into the full strategic plan

Procrastinating/dragging feet Inconsistency, constantly shifting attention from the initiative 

Withholding information, 
suggestions, help or support Not showing up to trainings, diversity meetings or strategic planning sessions 

Lack of a provisions / under-resourcing: time, personnel and budget

Failure by leadership to prioritize initiatives 

Failing to erect structures and mechanisms necessary for success

Delegating the initiative to HR versus organizational-wide



Poll 2: Behaviors
Which of the following resistance behaviors have you 
noticed within your own DEI change initiative/s?
￮

§ Skeptical questioning the purpose and need 
§ Fault finding about cost, fit with the culture, time constraints, 

etc.
§ Accusations of hiring and promoting people who are 

unqualified
§ Agreeing but failing to implement 
§ Avoiding training programs, diversity meetings or strategic 

planning sessions 
§ Delegating the initiative exclusively to the HR department
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Strategies 
for working 
with 
resistance
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5 
strategies

Widen 
engagement

Address 
the fear

Inquire into 
underlying 

reasons

Educate 
& 

inform

Work with 
leaders to push 

the agenda



Strategy 1
Inquiring into the sources of resistance
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Create space and develop skills where courageous 
conversations can take place

Invite honest, empathic dialogue. Call out the fear and talk 
about it. Hear and acknowledge peoples’ concerns

Address concerns from their underlying values and 
beliefs, ask powerful questions, listen deeply



Strategy 2
Widen engagement
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All-inclusive’ multicultural approach where concerns of all 
members receive attention

Engage people in a positive way by involving them in what 
they would like to see moving forward

Involve managers in working for diversity and promoting social 
accountability 



Strategy 3
Educate and inform 
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Educate individuals about the vision, the direction 
and the ‘why’ behind it

Meet people where they are and relating to them in ways 
that resonate with their values and beliefs

Clear and frequent communication about what 
is being done and about planning 



Strategy 4
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Finding allies within the existing power structure

Managers and  leaders positioned as the ones pushing the 
agenda on their teams

Identifying forward thinking senior leadership 
members

Work with leaders for sponsorship and 
support



Strategy 5
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Call out the fear in a skillful and considerate way

Understand fragility and its consequences

Address the underlying fear



Poll 3: Your strategy
As you move forward which strategy are 
you most committed to deploying? 

§ Inquiring into sources of resistance

§ Widening engagement in support of 
diversity and inclusion efforts

§ Educating and informing 
§ Working with leaders for sponsorship 

and support

§ Addressing underlying fear
22
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Q&A
Any questions?
Thoughts?
Ideas?



Thank you!
Please email us if you have additional questions.

You can find Maria at 
maria@beyondinclusiongroup.com

You can find Chris at
chris@verticleleadership.com
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Stops here
Bring the attention of your audience over a key 

concept using icons or illustrations
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